The Community Health Needs Assessment (CHNA) website might be a resource for additional information that the Affiliate chooses to use for the Community Profile. Some tips for accessing information are below.


**Option 1**: Full Health Indicators Report (Benefit – Select multiple counties at once. Simpler view of data if not interested in maps.)

Select “Full Health Indicators Report” and then appropriate location (state/county). Note: You can select multiple counties at once. Click “View Report”.

Under “Demographics” or the other tabs such as “Social and Economic Factors”, etc. might be used to supplement the quantitative data report if the Affiliate is interested in a “deeper dive” or more in-depth look at certain data. Some indicators under “Clinical Care” (e.g. Access to Primary Care, Federally Qualified Health Centers, Population Living in a Health Professional Shortage Area) might be useful for the Health Systems Analysis section of the report.

Note: Under “Clinical Care”, the Breast Cancer Screening (Mammogram) data is limited to female Medicare enrollees ages 67-69 who received at least one mammogram in the past two years. This is not a good indicator of wider mammography usage, as it is too limited. The quantitative data report will include mammography usage for women 50+ and is a much better indicator of mammography and should be the figure used by Affiliates.

**Option 2**: Vulnerable Populations Footprint (Benefit – View maps with various information, including vulnerable populations, with more precision.)

Under Recommended workflow in “Vulnerable Population Footprint” box, select “Vulnerable Population Footprint”. Type in location (can be city, county, or state) and hit Enter.

The map should appear. You can adjust options in Map Layers column on right, such as adding county boundaries. You can also zoom in or out on map to get a wider or smaller area, if desired.

Select Footprint Report in column on right. Select Full health indicators report for more indicator options. (Core health indicators report is limited.)

From here, follow instructions under Option 1 above, starting with the second step, “Under ‘Demographics’...”.